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The upgrade may have been “complimentary”, but it really wasn’t free.  I’d have to pay for gas (at $2+ a gallon [just less than 
half the current price]) to get myself up to the cities, plus $48 for four days of parking—which would have cost just $16 in Mason City.  
Even so, this wasn’t a hard choice to make—and it wasn’t just the lure of being able to sit in the big seats.  While I try to come across 
as street smart when I travel, I had no desire whatsoever to negotiate an unfamiliar city in the wee hours.  Having a couple extra hours 
for exploring was an additional plus.  [Having since been there twice, I’d be less worried about arriving in New York at midnight 
these days.  While it’s stretching it to say the Big Apple is “the city that never sleeps”, it is a place that’s lively into the night.  
The subway is still very active even at midnight.  The main problem would have been losing half a day of time for exploring 
things.]  So, I quickly cancelled the motel reservation I had made near the Mason City airport and booked a room at the south end of 
the Twin Cities.  With that I was on ready for my adventure to begin. 
 

Thursday, June 30 
Algona, Iowa to Lakeville, Minnesota 
 
 I had to teach my Finite Math class at Iowa Lakes Community College this morning, but I must say I was thankful the students 
didn’t have many questions and I could wrap things up fairly quickly.  After class I went home to get my mail and then left around 12:30. 
 
 I first headed east to Mason City.  That normally wouldn’t be my choice when heading for the Twin Cities, but there was 
method to my madness.  I had to stop to pick up a package.  I had ordered a cell phone battery to replace one that was holding less 
and less of a charge.  The order had been filled promptly, but the company sent it via Federal Express.  Unfortunately, FedEx required 
that I sign for the package in person, but they only delivered to Algona in the late morning when I was teaching my class at the college.  
Why they were so concerned about my signing for a $15 package, I don’t know, but since I couldn’t be home when they could deliver, I 
had to haul myself over to their office in Clear Lake to pick it up in person.  When I got there a rather rude woman seemed annoyed that 
I had interrupted her phone conversation.  I signed for the package, and she handed it over.  She didn’t even ask for identification.  I still 
don’t know why I couldn’t have just signed a form and had them leave it like UPS does.  I’ll definitely try to avoid shopping with anyone 
who ships via FedEx in the future, though.  [I’ve had issues with FedEx more than once, and if at all possible I avoid shopping at 
places that insist using them for their shipping.  Some companies, like Tracfone, offer no choice, though.] 
 
 The FedEx office is in a pole building just a little ways east of I-35, right by the Mason City airport (though any advantage there 
might have been by shipping it as air freight was lost in the delay of my picking it up).  After I got the package I turned around and 
headed back to I-35.  Just shy of the exit I slammed on the brakes where a whole line of cars was backed up.  Eventually, one at a 
time, the line made it past an accident where two SUVs had collided in a construction zone.  Nobody appeared to be injured, but both 
vehicles were heavily damaged.  Officers hadn’t shown up yet, and everybody was sort of hesitantly driving into the unpaved lane of the 
construction zone to get around the accident. 
 
 I made my way past and then onto the interstate and headed north into Minnesota.  There’s construction right at the Minnesota 
border, so it wasn’t really a surprise that the border rest area was closed.  What came as more of a surprise was that two other rest 
areas further north were also closed.  There was no construction near them, just orange arrows blocking traffic from exiting and orange 
“closed” signs over the blue rest area markers. 
 
 I found out from the Minnesota newspapers that this was part of a budget battle they were having in the state legislature.  
Tomorrow would be the start of Minnesota’s fiscal year, but the legislature had still not agreed on a budget.  If they didn’t reach a 
compromise by midnight, by law all state-operated facilities would have to shut down.  The highway department had apparently beat 
them to the punch at the rest areas.  Honestly, though, I think closing the rest areas is more symbolic than anything.  It can’t cost much 
of anything to operate them, and it’s not like the world would come to an end if no one emptied the trash or cleaned the toilet for a 
couple of days.  My bet is that some politician found the rest areas to be a highly visible symbol of the budget problems that every 
traveler would see on this holiday weekend. 
 
 Before too long I got to Exit 81, at the south end of the Twin Cities metro area.  I quickly checked in to the Motel 6—Lakeville.  
The girl at the desk was surprised that I actually knew the license number of my car (apparently most people just write the model and 
color where it asks for the plate number on the form).  In turn I was surprised that she didn’t ask me for identification.  Motel 6 is owned 
by a European company, and like most European hotels, they always ask for ID at check-in.  Just like FedEx, though, this girl couldn’t 
have cared less whether I actually was who I said I was.  All she really cared was that my credit card was valid. 
 
 Motel 6 was located in a little shopping center complex that included several restaurants and a couple of stores.  There was 
another motel across the street and what appeared to be a truck stop at the exit.  I  say “appeared” because the place looked very run 
down (compared to the rest of Lakeville, which is all brand new) and their sign advertised gas for “$1.39” at a time when every other 
station in Minnesota charged a minimum of $1.95.  [The truck stop has since re-opened under different management.] 
 
 I needed gas, but this was obviously not the place to get it.  I figured a fast-growing suburb would be full of convenience 
stores, but I was certainly wrong.  I spent over half an hour driving all over Lakeville, going down strip after strip and past condo 
development after condo development.  This is one of the fastest growing places in Minnesota, but I was starting to think that all the rich 
people who live here must run their SUVs on water.  Finally I found a Kwik Trip (which was actually in a different suburb, Burnsville), 
where I paid $2.069 a gallon to fill up my tank.  I checked the phone book back at the motel, and supposedly there are at least two 
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was a huge crowd on the platform, most of them airport or airline employees—pilots, stewardesses, security agents, and janitors.  I 
gathered all the employees park at the Humphrey terminal and then take the train.  It made me wonder just how much the employees 
pay for parking—I’d bet a bit less than $12 a day. 
 
 The speakers in the station gave a barrage of announcements.  One apologized that service today would operate at half the 
usual frequency because of the state shut-down.  (I’d be interested to know what percent of their budget comes from state funding—I’d 
bet it’s less than half.)  Another reminded patrons that starting today all fares were increasing by 25¢.  Fortunately that second 
announcement didn’t apply to me, as travel between the two airport terminals is free.  The first announcement really didn’t apply either, 
since it was just a couple of minutes before a northbound train arrived.  I shoved my way in and in a couple of minutes arrived at the 
Lindbergh Terminal, the “real” Minneapolis/St. Paul International Airport. 
 
 I made my way up the escalators to the skywalk that connects concourses C and G.  There was no one in line at the security 
checkpoint there, and I made my way through in seconds.  I checked the monitors and found my flight was scheduled to leave from 
gate F-7, so I gradually made my way toward concourse F. 
 
 I paused on the way to pick up the McDonalds breakfast I hadn’t gotten back in Lakeville.  More than anything I wanted coffee, 
and McDonalds coffee was as good as anybody’s.  An added bonus is that MSP now requires its concessionaires to charge the going 
competitive price for all products sold at the airport.  That meant an Egg McMuffin, coffee, and a yogurt parfait set me back just under 
$5—not much more than it would have in Algona.  [That same meal would be closer to $7 in 2011.  Just this morning I had an Egg 
McMuffin and coffee, and that alone cost $4.58.] 
 
 While “F” may be close to “G” in the alphabet, it’s a long way from one concourse to the other at the airport.  [At one end the 
two are adjacent, but G literally runs the length of the airport.]  I eventually made my way to F-7, only to find that the sign by the 
desk said “Cleveland”.  I checked a monitor and found out that “New York” had been changed to gate F-15.  So I strolled to the very 
end of the concourse and was thankful that I had gotten an early start to the morning.  [Major airports seem to change gates all the 
time.  Given that there are almost always unused gates as well, that never makes much sense to me.  I’d think they could plan 
things out better so they could stick with the assignments.] 
 
 Gate F-15 was staffed by a mousy-haired woman who was obviously not having a good day.  She was also not well trained in 
customer service.  She was at best indifferent and at worst downright rude to everyone who came up to the counter.  Fortunately I had 
printed out my upgraded boarding pass before leaving home, so I just sat there and smiled as she abrasively brushed off patron after 
patron.  [I still distinctly remember this woman, who was one of the most entertaining aspects of the entire trip.  As people 
came up to her podium, she essentially dared them to deal with her.] 
 
 The real problem was that this flight was severely oversold.  Almost all airlines allow a bit of overbooking, assuming 
businesspeople will change their plans and not show up or travelers will not make their connections, freeing up seats for others.  In 
addition to that normal degree of overbooking, though, they had issued a weight restriction for the aircraft that meant they had five less 
seats available than normal.  The woman knew that many of the passengers flying to JFK would be connecting to international flights, 
so making the connection would be important for them.  She was trying to get the overbooking problem ironed out, and the customers—
most of whom had fairly irrelevant inquiries that really could wait—were an inconvenience.  [Airlines would do well to have a place 
(or several) beyond security where customers with generic inquiries can go.  Most people were asking questions that would 
normally be answered by a ticket agent at the main check-in desk, rather than a gate agent, so it really wasn’t this woman’s 
job to deal with them.  No one in their right mind, though, would want to go back to ticketing, wait in line there, and then have 
to go back through security just to get a question answered.] 
 
 The clerk had at least one bit of help in solving her problem, though.  Before she even officially announced the situation, a 
young man who was sitting near me (and thus overheard all the same conversations I did) went up to the desk and volunteered to be 
bumped.  For a change the woman almost smiled.  She printed out a travel voucher and confirmed him with a connection in Detroit in 
the afternoon (one of the flights I had been booked on scores of schedule changes ago—it may have even been my seat).  She also 
pointed out that the flight from Detroit to New York was also oversold.  He could probably volunteer again there and receive a free hotel 
stay and an additional travel voucher if he was willing to arrive at JFK the following day.  The young man reacted as if he had won the 
Superbowl and remarked how great it was to have flexible travel plans. 
 
 I suppose I could in theory have also been flexible, but I was selfish and wanted to enjoy my upgrade.  [I was also planning 
to cram tons of sightseeing into a very short time and thus wanted as much time in New York as possible.]  I think the clerk did 
eventually get enough people that she didn’t have to involuntarily bump anybody—so hopefully everybody ended up happy. 
 
 They started boarding the plane around 6:30.  As a first class passenger, I was among the first to board.  I took my seat (4-D), 
settled in, and watched everyone else board the plane.  About half of my companions in first class (total capacity 16) were an extended 
south Asian family.  It was amusing to see just how different the different generations in the family were.  The older people were very 
traditional, with grandma in a full-length sari.  Mom wore a head scarf with her conservative business suit, but her teenaged daughter 
showed off a bare midriff.  The teenaged boys (one of whom sat next to me) were dressed in designer T-shirts, with their hair spiked 
with gel to make them look like dark-skinned Bart Simpsons.  There was also a little baby in a pink carrier filled with every toy 
imaginable.  The baby and the teenaged kids were extremely well behaved, unlike many other families I’ve seen on planes.  I’m not 
sure I’d have even remembered this family, except that this would not be the last I saw of them. 
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Wyck Boulevard” by the MTA (though there never was a “boulevard” of that name), locals call the station “Briarwood”. [It actually has 
signs with both names, and Briarwood appears to be the more important name.]  It is located at an extremely busy intersection 
where the expressway interchanges with Queens Boulevard and Main Street (the road that connects Jamaica and Flushing, the two 
biggest neighborhoods in Queens).  Queens Boulevard is New York’s single busiest street, a twelve-lane monstrosity that articles 
described as “the boulevard of death” and “the human bowling alley” for the many accidents that took the life of pedestrians attempting 
to cross it.  I was certainly glad I didn’t have to cross it at rush hour, since one of the many entrances to Briarwood station was right on 
the expressway access road. 
 

While it doesn’t serve an especially important neighborhood, Briarwood/Van Wyck is one of the largest subway stations in 
Queens.  This is mostly due to its location, which all but requires it to have numerous far-flung entrances. [For those who may have 
been there, it’s a lot like most of Madrid’s subway stations.]  The most fascinating feature of the station is that the local police 
precinct headquarters is actually located inside the station [and it is the NYPD, not the transit police], about twenty feet underground.  
Frequently when I’d pass through the station cops would be ascending the steps to go out into the neighborhood and walk their beat. 
 

One thing that stands about all New York subway stations is that they are hot in summer.  The trains themselves are air 
conditioned, but the stations aren’t.  Since most are just slightly below the street, they don’t have the insulation that deeper stations (like 
those in L.A. or Washington) have.  When it’s hot outside in New York, it’s even hotter in the subway.  Fortunately the trains come fairly 
often, so I usually didn’t have to suffer that long. 
 

I took the F train beneath Queens Boulevard, again astounded at just how diverse the population of Queens really was.  I 
recognized my fellow passengers speaking English, Spanish, French (probably Hatian Creole), Portuguese, German, and Russian.  I 
also heard some other east European language, several Asian languages that I couldn’t identify, and one language that was probably 
native to Africa. 
 

It also intrigued me just how casual people were on the subway.  Guidebooks make it seem as if everyone should always be 
on their guard when riding the New York subway, as if crime happened all the time.  They especially warn tourists to always keep their 
guard up when traveling in “the outer boroughs”—i.e. places like Queens, pointing out that you never know what might happen.  Given 
that millions of people ride the subway every day, I’m sure that quite a bit of crime does happen.  It certainly wasn’t anything the people 
on this train were worried about, though.  It amazed me how many men wore their wallets in their back pocket (something I don’t do at 
home, let alone in a big city) and how many women just hung their bags loosely over their shoulder.  Many people wore jewelry that 
would presumably be attractive to a thief, and they all seemed to be chatting on those cell phones the MTA warned to keep hidden or 
listening to music on expensive I-pods.  It was still the end of rush hour now, but later I’d ride through Queens late at night; even then I 
didn’t notice people taking any special precautions on the trains. 

 
As a tourist, my reaction to possible crime was exactly the opposite of the guidebooks’ advice.  I almost always felt safer in the 

outer boroughs than in Manhattan.  Manhattan is crawling with beggars and panhandlers, which (except for the touristy part of 
Brooklyn) I didn’t see at all anywhere else in the city.  The famous island is also home to some of the richest people in America (the real 
estate ads were advertising 1-bedroom condos from $2.7 million), as opposed to the mostly working-class people who live in places like 
Queens.  Thieves tend to go where the money is, and in New York that’s definitely Manhattan. 

 
[In the guide book writers’ defense, most tourists are unlikely to know which neighborhoods are “good” and which 

are “bad” ahead of time, and there aren’t many cues to that underground.  The books usually identify specific areas in 
Manhattan where it would be wise to keep one’s guard up, but they couldn’t possibly identify all those places in Queens, the 
Bronx, Brooklyn, and Staten Island that might be questionable.  The blanket advice to beware in the outer boroughs is 
probably the authors’ way of covering their behind in case readers do encounter problems there.] 
 

I transferred at Roosevelt station to the V line, a local train [which has since been discontinued] that I took a short distance 
to Steinway Street.  Named after the famous piano maker (their factory is north of here, right next to LaGuardia Airport), Steinway is the 
main commercial strip for western Queens.  It reminded me a lot of Milwaukee Avenue in Chicago.  Traditionally New York’s 
“Greektown”, the surrounding neighborhood (called Astoria, after John Jacob Astor) now has more Mexicans and Brazilians than 
Greeks.  Steinway has been described as “the world’s longest mall”, but “mall” really isn’t the right description of it.  You won’t find 
trendy clothing or big department stores here.  Instead there’s about a four-mile stretch of “ma and pa” shops selling everything from 
cheap shoes to religious artifacts to homemade tortillas.  There’s also store after store loaded with cheap trinkets.  I saw a dollar store 
next door to a 99¢ store, with a 98¢ store across the street.  Not to be outdone, the next block had a place advertising “everything 79¢” 
and another with prices “as low as 39¢”.  I could have filled a steamer trunk with junk for a song, but I chose to just window shop.  
[Poorer neighborhoods in every big city seems to be full of such stores; I don’t know what the attraction to them is.  I’d think 
it would be far more useful to have true department stores that stock real durable goods.  New York has a few K-Marts here 
and there (which puts it a step ahead of some cities), but they could definitely use more department stores in the 
neighborhoods.] 
 

My destination here was the main tourist attraction in Astoria, the American Museum of the Moving Image—which I knew just 
happened to have free admission on Friday nights.  [Good advice for travelers anywhere is to check free times at the local 
museums.  It’s silly to pay if you don’t have to.]  In the early years of motion pictures (right after Edison invented the projector) 
Astoria was the center of the movie industry.  Just west of Steinway were several major movie studios, which churned out thousands of 
films back in the silent movie days.  When “talkies” became fashionable, the Astoria studios were slow to change to the new 
technology, and the center of the entertainment universe moved west to Hollywood.  There is still one active studio in Astoria (the Silver 
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(who were in about equal numbers on the sidewalks of Woodside), plus lots of Asian people in Moslem dress.  I have no idea what 
dietary restrictions the Koran may have, but apparently cheese and sausage don’t cause a problem.  [The sausage—a pork 
product—would actually be a big problem with observant Moslems, but as with Christianity and Judaism, Islam has a wide 
range of practices among its adherents.] 
 

After each customer placed an order—and regardless of what they ordered—the counter staff would say “fifteen minutes” to 
indicate the necessary wait time.  I figured that was just a generic response that meant “a little while” or “it’ll be done when it’s done”, 
but my wait turned out to be precisely that length of time.  While I waited I joined many of the locals in walking across the parking lot to 
what they called “the D. R.”.  The D.R. (“the” always seems to be part of the name) stands for “Duane Reade”, which is the drugstore in 
pretty much every neighborhood of New York. [Their sign, by the way, almost always just says “D.R.”, rather than their full 
name.]  I didn’t think it was possible to have more locations in a single city than Walgreen’s has in Chicago, but I’m pretty sure Duane 
Reade has them beat.  Like Walgreen’s, the D.R. is as much a small department store as a pharmacy.  Browsing its aisles was a lot 
more interesting than watching pizzas bake.  I ended up buying dessert (a delightful individual sized coffee cake from Entenmann’s) 
and some juice.  Then I made my way back to the Tower Square Pizza Hut. 
 

Since there was no seating at Pizza Hut, I had planned to just wander through the neighborhood as I ate.  Unfortunately it 
started to rain about the time my order came out, so I just walked back to the subway.  There’s no eating on the train (a rule they take 
seriously here), so I’d end up dining on cold pizza and cheese bread back at the motel. 
 
 When I got to the Briarwood station, signs directed me to exits labeled “Queens Boulevard” and “Van Wyck Expressway”.  
Since I had come up the expressway, I assumed the latter was the one I wanted.  Unfortunately this exit was to actually to the west side 
of the expressway, requiring me to walk over a very strange pedestrian overpass (made stranger from the fact that there was 
construction going on to make it wheelchair accessible) and walk about two blocks further (in the rain) than I otherwise would have.  I’d 
find out later that the “Queens Boulevard” signs led to a variety of exits, one of which (“SW Corner Main & Queens – @ Van Wyck & 
85th”) was the one where I had entered. 
 

While I got thoroughly soaked in the process, I made it back to the Comfort Inn without any problem.  I settled into the room 
and enjoyed my pizza while watching the Yankees lose a big game to Detroit on TV.  (It’s weird to think of the Yankees as a local 
team.)  I also watched the news, where the big story was an apparently racially motivated assault in the Howard Beach neighborhood, 
just west of JFK.  An obese white boy who looked to be of high school age clubbed a skinny black boy with a baseball bat outside a 
night club (that I’m sure both of them were too young to legally be at).  Obviously not all is peace and harmony in the diversity that is 
Queens—though high school boys of every race can be jerks anywhere. 
 

Saturday, July 2 
New York, New York 
 
 I was up around 6:00 this morning and left the motel around 6:30.  I guessed (probably correctly) that at this early hour it might 
be faster to walk to a slightly more distant station than to make a subway connection.  I walked down Hillside to Sutphin Avenue and 
then from there to Archer, about a fifteen-minute walk in all.  On the way I saw the “charm” of downtown Jamaica.  I got the feeling New 
York doesn’t have a lot of zoning regulations (or perhaps they grant variances at the drop of a hat), because the strangest combinations 
of businesses were paired side by side.  I saw an adult movie arcade right next to a store selling baby clothes, for instance.  Trying to 
make logic of that, I imagined that patronizing one might lead to the need for the other.  There was also a seedy bar right next to a 
Burger King.  Most of the businesses were closed early in the morning (though the XXX emporium was doing a fair business), so what I 
mostly saw were the graffiti-covered metal grates that keep store windows from being vandalized. 
 
 Jamaica, I’d discover, is actually a fairly typical neighborhood for “the outer boroughs”.  On the surface the place is hideously 
ugly.  It’s mostly two-story brick and cement block buildings with no architectural beauty whatsoever.  There’s very little greenery, litter 
is strewn everywhere, and every surface is covered with a century of grime.  Once people get up and start milling about, though, the 
place comes alive.  A neighborhood really is about the people rather than the buildings that are there, and Jamaica—like most of the 
other neighborhoods I would visit—was a lot nicer place than it appeared on the surface.  [Of all the places I’ve been, New York most 
reminds me of Mexico City.  The Latin capital is another place that is also repulsive on the surface, but fun and vibrant once 
its people are taken into account.] 
 
 My destination this morning was on the other side of Kennedy airport, and the fastest way to get there was to cut through the 
airport on the AirTrain.  (It was also the most expensive, but to my mind 15 minutes on AirTrain versus more than an hour on the 
subway was well worth the extra fare.) [There is also a bus connection that is relatively quick and uses the same Metrocard as 
the subway, but I’ve never been a big bus fan.]  I took the Jamaica AirTrain to Federal Circle, went down an escalator, and 
immediately caught another train bound for the far terminal at Howard Beach (the place where that assault had taken place).  There are 
two exits from the Howard Beach AirTrain station.  One goes through a $5 turnstile and into the adjoining subway station.  The other 
(which has no turnstile) leads to the sea of remote parking west of the airport.  My bet is that, had I wanted to save a few bucks, I could 
have exited to the parking lot and walked from there to the subway without ever paying the AirTrain fare. [On a later trip I’d see police 
officers in that parking lot, presumably at least partly looking for fare evaders.]   I am normally an honest person, though, so I 
scanned my Metrocard in the turnstile and made my way to the subway. 



 
 Howard Beach is on the A-line of the subway (as in “take the A train”), though the only thing that makes it a vaguely important 
station is its proximity to JFK.  The A train splits into branches in southern Queens, and on weekend mornings trains only serve Howard 
Beach every twenty minutes.  I think I must have just missed one, because it was nearly fifteen minutes before a train came.  I stepped 
on board, and the train departed for the longest stretch (not to mention the most beautiful) between two subway stations. 
 
 It takes almost ten minutes to get from Howard Beach to the next station, Broad Channel—going full speed all the way.  En 
route the train runs on a causeway over Jamaica Bay.  I’d read books describe it as “gliding along the water”.  I wouldn’t be quite so 
poetic (you can see the track supports at the side), but it is a fascinating ride.  The surrounding wildlife refuge is primarily a bird 
sanctuary.  I saw hundreds of birds right up next to the train, and even above the subway noise I could hear them chirping in the 
background.  When you look west in Jamaica Bay, it’s hard to believe this is New York City.  (It’s a lot easier to believe when you look 
east, where the main thing you see is the airport.)  I had toyed with the idea of going hiking in the Jamaica Bay area on this trip, but 
there’s only so many things I could cram into a long weekend.  Oh well—now I’ll have a reason to come back someday.  [… And 
indeed I would go back and see Jamaica Bay on a later trip.] 
 
 Broad Channel station is named after one of the New York’s most fascinating neighborhoods, a place that would seem more at 
home in Newfoundland or Louisiana than in Queens.  The place is basically is a little fishing village that happens to be incorporated as 
part of America’s largest city.  I always take guidebook descriptions with a grain of salt, but Broad Channel really does look quaint.  
Even from the train I could see cute wooden houses on stilts above the water—quite a change from the grimy brick of Howard Beach.  
If I do come back and hike through the wildlife refuge, I’d also enjoy strolling around here. 
 
 The subway station at Broad Channel is certainly nothing special.  My main memory of it was that every surface was painted 
an oppressive blue color.  Like most of the above-ground stations in New York, this one is walled in with a corrugated metal wall that is 
presumably meant to shelter passengers from the wind.  Given that the climate here is quite a bit milder than in Chicago (where the ‘L’ 
stations are open), that seems strange to me.  What the wall mostly seems to do is block any view you’d otherwise have from the 
station [which may be its actual purpose—giving privacy to the neighborhood residents].   
 

Those big blank walls are also very tempting to graffiti “artists”, who continue to be a huge problem on the New York subway.  
I didn’t see any of those trains covered in graffiti like we’d see pictures of in the ‘70s, but virtually all the plexiglass windows in every car 
was scratched up with various tags.  A lot of the advertising signs—both in the cars and in the stations—were marked up, and several 
windows had been painted on the inside, where the automatic scrubbers that remove any marks on the outside couldn’t reach.  Every 
transit system has some problem with graffiti, particularly with windows being scratched up, but it was way worse here than in Chicago 
or L.A.  [On later trips to New York the graffiti seemed better, perhaps because there was a higher percentage of newer trains.] 
 

I had to change trains at Broad Channel.  I could see the S train I would be taking waiting on a siding north of the station, but it 
wouldn’t leave until the scheduled time, and I ended up waiting about ten minutes before it moved.  All that time I felt penned in by the 
oppressive blue station. 

 
As I waited an old song by the Ramones (one of many rock bands that hail from Queens) went through my head: 

 
Chewing out a rhythm on my bubble gum; 

The sun is out and I want some; 
It's not hard, not far to reach; 

We can hitch a ride to Rockaway Beach … 
 

Up on the rooftop, out on the street, 
Down in the playground, the hot concrete; 

Bus ride is too slow; 
They blast out the disco on the radio … 

 
Rock Rock Rockaway Beach; 
Rock Rock Rockaway Beach; 
Rock Rock Rockaway Beach; 

We can hitch a ride to Rockaway Beach. 
 
[I actually had never heard of this song before this trip, and I knew next to nothing about the Ramones.  The song came up in 
several places when I was doing research for the trip, though, and it led me to buy a CD that included it.  I can’t say the 
Ramones are or will ever be my favorite group, but this particular song is interesting.]  Indeed, my first destination this morning 
was the beach at Rockaway, the long narrow peninsula that forms the extreme southern end of Queens.  Until I started preparing for 
this trip, I knew next to nothing about Rockaway.  It was a place, though, that I had noticed on maps ever since I was a kid, and I 
always thought it would be cool to go there. 
 

It turns out that Rockaway has a fascinating history.  A century ago this was an exclusive area where the well to do spent their 
summers.  It was also home to New York’s largest amusement park, the Rockaway Playland.  As Queens filled in, the pretentious 
beach-goers moved east (to the Hamptons in eastern Long Island), in many cases literally abandoning their summer cottages.  The 
amusement park went bankrupt when more modern attractions opened in nearby New Jersey and Connecticut.  By then the place had 
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more impatient or who exuded more false charm.  Whenever she set out someone’s plate, she gave a sarcastic smile and said “enjoy” 
as if it were a command that the words “or else” should follow. 
 

I sure couldn’t argue with the prices at this place.  It’s been decades since I’ve had a sit-down breakfast as cheap as the one I 
ate this morning.  I ordered a ham and cheese omelet.  It automatically came with potatoes (which were extremely underdone, but still 
filling) and rye toast, as well as coffee and what had to be the world’s smallest cup of orange juice (the kind of tiny cup the dentist would 
give you to rinse your mouth, back before they invented those awful suction machines).  The omelet was good, and the meal was 
certainly filling.  The total bill was $4.88, including tax.  I never tip less than a dollar if the service is adequate.  Janet amused me, so I 
left her a quarter more.  Percentage-wise that’s probably the best gratuity I’ve ever left in my life. 
 
 [The Last Stop Gourmet Shop is one of several places I came across in a book called The Underground Guide to the 
New York City Subway.  The author of this book, Dave Frattini, took on the challenge of exploring all 400+ NYC subway 
stations.  He describes the décor of each station, the neighborhood it is in, food and shopping options in the general area, 
and attractions that both tourists and locals might find interesting.  The guide was rather obviously written by a young  
middle class white man, and it has been loudly criticized by some who don’t fit that description.  I found the book both 
fascinating, though, and I got a lot of useful information out of it.  I’d love to have an updated edition (none is available), as 
well as similar guides to transit systems in other cities.] 
 

There was a reasonably clean restroom inside the Beach 116th station.  Not knowing what the rest of the day would bring, I 
used it.  [A tip for anyone visiting New York is that pretty much all the subway terminals have public restrooms.  Downtown 
the best bet is bookstores or fast food places.]  I walked out of the restroom and onto the platform just barely in time to catch a train.  
That’s good, because otherwise it would have been a twenty minute wait.  Service is frequent on the famous avenues in Manhattan, but 
it’s just barely adequate in the most obscure corner of Queens.  [The subway is supplemented by bus service, but I really didn’t 
care to get acquainted with that.] 

 
My next destination was almost literally as far as I could go from Rockaway Park and still be in New York City, and also about 

as far as I could go on the subway without backtracking.  I was headed from extreme southern Queens to the northern part of the 
Bronx.  While it’s all in New York City, the distance is actually about as far as it is from Algona to Garner (a little over 30 miles).  It takes 
over half an hour to cover that distance on highway 18 in Iowa, and as the subway rumbled north I tried to imagine how long it would 
take to drive that far on city streets. 
 

I broke up the trip three times.  First I took the S train back to Broad Channel, where I transferred to the A train.  In Queens the 
A-line is elevated.  It takes a leisurely route above the rather ratty-looking rowhouses and single family homes on impossibly small lots 
that make up Ozone Park.  At the Brooklyn border it enters a tunnel and proceeds to run express underground all the way to northern 
Manhattan. 
 

I spent much of this leg of the trip staring at a fascinating ad on the wall of the subway car.  The ad was for SuperPages, one 
of those independent yellow pages publishers.  It covered a placard about a yard square with a lengthy paragraph of text.  It began by 
saying “Isn’t it interesting how people will read anything they see posted in the subway.”  It then rambled on about all the dull, pointless 
things one might see in the subway, periodically interspersing the text with lines like “You’re still reading this, aren’t you.”  At the end of 
this amusing paragraph (which I did, of course, read in its entirety) they said, “By the way, SuperPages can tell you where there’s a 
good bookstore in your neighborhood.”  While I don’t think SuperPages even exists in Iowa, I certainly got a laugh out of their ad.  [I 
was reminded of this experience just recently when I saw several SuperPages ads on a trip to Texas.] 
 

I had only had a single cup of coffee at the diner in Rockaway Park, and I was definitely in need of a bit more, so I got off at 
34th Street in Manhattan.  The stop is next to Penn Station and Madison Square Garden, and I figured there would be a number of fast 
food places nearby.  I was right.  In fact there was a McDonalds literally at the exit to the station where I bought a cup of very strong, 
delicious coffee.  [I’m amazed at the people who go to places like Starbucks for standard coffee, when the fast food places 
have at least as good of a product for half the price.]  At $1.89 plus tax (which is higher in Manhattan than in Queens), it ought to 
have been good coffee.  By itself, the coffee cost nearly half the value of my whole breakfast at the diner. 
 
 I got back on the A train and rode north to 145th Street, which is right in the middle of Harlem.  From the looks of the people in 
the station Harlem today has about as many Hispanics today as Blacks.  I picked up a littered El Diario and thumbed through it as I 
waited for another train.  [I was pondering on a recent trip in just how many cities I’ve read Hispanic papers.]  From 145th Street I 
took the D train into the Bronx and north to Kingsbridge Road—not the end of the line, but pretty close.  I surfaced and was almost 
immediately at my destination. 
 
 My trip to the Bronx was to see the last home of Edgar Allen Poe.  Back when I was in college I had seen Poe’s home in 
Philadelphia and found it interesting [if not especially memorable].  When I read that Poe had lived his last years in New York, I 
thought it might make an interesting place to see. 
 
 Poe Cottage is definitely not one of the major tourist attractions in New York.  While there is a sign for the place (which puts it 
ahead of the Conference House on Staten Island), it’s well off the beaten path.  I found it easily enough, though (just a few steps from 
the subway station) and saw a college-aged man in a city parks uniform trimming the bushes out front.  I figured he was a gardener and 
made my way up the walk to the entrance.  It turned out that the man was the sole employee of the place, and he was definitely 
surprised to have a customer (and even more surprised when he found out I was from out of town).  He assumed I was a literary nut 
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 I had a bit of time to kill before tour time, so I took a stroll around the outside of the stadium.  The surrounding neighborhood, 
which is quite lively after games, was absolutely dead.  Even though it was midday, the shops still had their grates pulled shut, which 
made for a rather eerie feeling.  While I was walking a couple in an SUV asked if I knew where they could park.  There’s small lots all 
around the stadium, but all of them were chained shut today.  I apologized that I really didn’t know.  Had I thought about it, I probably 
suggested they ask at a McDonalds down the street.  I know they eventually parked somewhere, though, because they also ended up 
on the tour. 
 
 In front of the stadium some of the neighborhood firefighters were giving kids the chance to step inside their truck.  I couldn’t 
help but notice that above the door of ladder #49 (and presumably every fire truck in New York) was the inscription: 
 

9-11-01 
ALL GAVE SOME  –  SOME GAVE ALL 

 

It again drove home just how personal the attack was for New Yorkers, something that I—being so far removed from the tragedy—
really can’t fully appreciate. 
 
 I also couldn’t help but notice, both here and every time I saw a police officer or firefighter in New York, that virtually all of 
“New York’s finest” and “New York’s bravest” are white men.  This very liberal city is still surprisingly old fashioned in that regard.  
Cagney and Lacey was on twenty years ago, but on the whole trip I think I saw one woman serving in a protective career.  I saw maybe 
half a dozen black men (out of hundreds of cops and hose-jockeys), but no one from any of the city’s many recent immigrant groups.  
It’s still fat Irishmen who keep the peace in the Big Apple and husky Italians who fight the fires.  [That really did stand out.  In other 
cities the protective fields have disproportionate numbers of white men, but in New York it was almost exclusively them.  I 
was particularly astonished at the lack of women and Hispanics.] 
 
 The only baseball going on anywhere near here today was a pick-up game on a scrubby little neighborhood field just north of 
the stadium.  I saw baseball diamonds like this in almost every neighborhood outside Manhattan, and they were almost always in use.  
They’re never nice, but they do at least provide a place for the kids to play—as well as a little green space on what is otherwise a very 
gray city. 
 
 After circling the stadium, I browsed through the gift shop.  Browse is all I did, though; I’d be in the poor house if I had bought 
anything there.  Most of the baseball-related souvenirs I’ve bought in recent years came from the minor league parks where my former 
student Brad Nelson has played.  If the Brewers’ prices are anything close to what the Yankees charge [I’d found out later they were], 
I certainly won’t be buying any more souvenirs when he gets to the majors.  The cheapest thing I saw was a pencil priced at $5 (that 
they probably sell knock-offs of at 99¢ a dozen on Fordham Road).  From there the sky was the limit, with such things as a Tiffany lamp 
with the Yankees logo for $7,000.  I don’t know who can afford those prices, but it sure isn’t me.  My two souvenirs of Yankee stadium 
were free:  a band they placed on my bag to show they had searched it when I entered and a complimentary keychain (with advertising 
from some company I never heard of) we were presented at the end of the tour.  [I’ve often thought the marketing people at sports 
teams would do well to offer a wider range of items—both souvenirs and concession foods.  If more low priced items were 
available, I (and my bet is lots of other people) would buy them.  Indeed I’d likely spend more on cheap junk than I’d be willing 
to spend on the overpriced stuff they do sell.] 
 
 I’ve done a number of baseball stadium tours over the years.  This one wasn’t the best (both the parks in Chicago tie for that 
honor), but it was definitely right up there.  A very pleasant old man gave the tour.  He obviously knew his stuff and was nostalgic and 
almost reverent about the stadium.  He took us first to the pressbox, where purely by accident I happened to sit in the official scorer’s 
chair.  Next we walked past the scoreboard operator’s booth (a mess of electronics that looks like Mission Control) and past the 
enormous stadium organ (it’s one of the few stadiums that still uses a real organ) 
 

We next made our way next to the Yankees’ clubhouse (the players’ dressing room), and I imagined Brad Nelson being in a 
similar room one day soon.  The entrance to the clubhouse is lined with pictures of the scores of famous players who have worn 
Yankee pinstripes over the years.  It’s got to be impressive for today’s players to just walk down that hallway and be reminded of all that 
tradition.  [I’d think they’d do well to have that display in the entrance to the visiting clubhouse, as a way of psyching out the 
opponents.] 
 

When I toured Wrigley Field a few years back, they told us that Sammy Sosa had an extra locker just to store his fan mail.  
Here we found out that Derek Jeter has the same set-up.  A little boy put two and two together and asked if Jeter answered his fan mail 
himself.  (I’d guess the boy may have written the famous shortstop at some point.)  The guide politely told him that he tries to answer as 
much mail as he can from “his young fans”, but that he couldn’t possibly answer all the mail himself or he’d never have time to play ball.  
The boy seemed satisfied, and I was impressed with that diplomatic answer.  We also learned that the Yankee lockers are assigned 
based on seniority (with corner lockers being the most desirable) , which intrigued me given that many of the team’s best players were 
purchased from other teams but have very little seniority with the Yankees.  [It would be fascinating to visit the new stadium and 
see what sort of set-up they have in the clubhouse there.  According to their publicity, though, the public tour of the new 
stadium doesn’t include the clubhouse.] 
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store is full of the same furniture, TVs, and air conditioners they sell at the Algona K-Mart, and I wondered—given that most people 
come here either on the subway or on foot—just how they manage to move such bulky items.  There was a big sign in the basement by 
the subway entrance that said “TOO HEAVY TO CARRY? – KMART DELVERS FREE OF CHARGE”.  That would certainly be a 
convenience [and almost a necessity] in a place like New York. 
 
 While taking the subway downtown I sat next to a group of high school aged black boys who spent the trip joking with each 
other.  At one point an Asian woman came into the car vending a bunch of trinkets for “one doll-uh, one doll-uh, one doll-uh”.  Such 
vendors, while unquestionably illegal, are a frequent sight on the subway trains in New York.  Among this woman’s offerings were those 
ugly rubber wristbands that kids seem to find so fashionable these days.  (I’m betting she bought them in bulk for a lot less than a 
dollar, since they certainly would cost nothing to make.)  The boys brushed her off until one of them saw the wristbands.  He reached 
into his pocket, took out a greenback, scanned through the bands she had, and selected a bright multicolored one.  His friend cautioned 
him, “Hey, you know that’s gay pride, man?”—which probably was indeed what the rainbow band was supposedly supporting.  The 
buyer had obviously not known its “hidden” meaning and quickly exchanged it for a plain gray band that looked like it should be binding 
bulk mail.  I think all those bands are hideous, and I couldn’t care less what any of them purport to endorse—but I certainly got a 
chuckle out of this little exchange.  [According to Wikipedia, the gray bracelet could symbolize allergies, asthma, diabetes, brain 
cancer, ovarian cancer, mental illness, or even zombie awareness.  Rainbow bracelets normally do symbolize gay pride, but 
they have also been used for autism awareness and by anti-abortion groups.] 
 
 Having brought up fashion, I must comment a bit on it.  There were basically three styles of clothing I saw around the city.  
About half the people were dressed casually, but neatly—pretty much the way I was dressed myself.  It was a weekend, so there was 
probably more casual dress than I might otherwise have seen.  No matter where I went or what time of day it was, about a fourth of the 
people were dressed to the nines.  More than once I saw people in formalwear on the subway, and a large portion of the immigrant 
women (who definitely dressed more formally than the men) were either in dresses or in one of those dress-like Moslem outfits.  A large 
share of younger New Yorkers (both black and white, and especially boys) went for the hip-hop look, with baggy shorts and jerseys that 
sell for more because they’re ripped.  The stupidest part of the hip-hop look is the requisite baseball cap, which is always worn with the 
bill absolutely flat and with the “authentic MLB merchandise” hologram (and sometimes even the pricetag) still stuck to it.  Why a trendy 
kid would want to dress like a nerd or look like Minnie Pearl, I don’t know, but it seems to be all the rage.  [It also seems silly to me 
that hip-hoppers wear their caps with the bills flat, rather than curving them—exactly the opposite of what looks good to my 
eye.]  The final group (also mostly young) are ultra-trendy, with ridiculous fashions that are presumably the latest thing.  Probably the 
silliest was seeing men in pedal pushers, those half-calf length pants that girls wore when I was a kid.  It’s a garment that doesn’t look 
good on most women and looks absolutely ridiculous on a man.  Apparently Abercrombie & Fitch and Ralph Lauren say it’s cool, 
though—so it must be. 
 
 From K-Mart I went back to the subway and took three different trains each for just a couple of stops.  The whole ride, 
including transfers, was maybe fifteen minutes.  I ended up just a little ways west of Astor Place (in fact, if the streets ran straight in 
lower Manhattan, it would probably have been quicker to walk), but to get there by train I had to go north, west, and then back south on 
the 6, L, and C lines.  Everything went like clockwork on the first two trains, but on the C train we stopped only a few feet outside Spring 
Street station, which was my destination.  I was sitting in the front car, so I got to hear both the actual reason (on the driver’s intercom) 
and what they told passengers over the P.A.  The official announcement was, “We are waiting for a red signal to change and should be 
moving shortly.”  The driver got out of the cab and left the car briefly to check the signal, which he thought was malfunctioning.  When 
he was returning, the central tracking place notified him that the A and C lines had lost all power south just a little ways south of there.  
He was given permission to run the red light to enter the station (which had to be done in repeated jerks, because they have sensors 
that automatically brake the train if it is moving in a red zone), but he could not proceed south of there.  We jerked ahead to Spring 
Street, where I exited.  As I left I heard him again making an official announcement that glossed over things and said the train would be 
moving shortly. 
 
 I walked west about a block and a half on Spring Street through the neighborhood known as SoHo.  New Yorkers will tell you 
the name stands for “South of Houston”, though it’s hard to believe it wasn’t ripped off from the same-named area of London.  
Guidebooks will also tell you the street it is south of is pronounced “HOW-stun”, as opposed to sounding like the largest city in Texas.  
That seemed to depend on who was saying the name, and it would be interesting to come back here in about twenty years to hear it 
said again.  The inhabitants of SoHo, most of whom are extremely wealthy middle aged white people who are pretending to be 
“Bohemian” by living in ratty lofts [I got a laugh out of re-reading that description, and it is absolutely correct.], do indeed all 
pronounce “Houston” as “HOW-stun”—and they seem rather miffed to hear a long “U” in the name.  Pretty much everyone else in the 
city (like both the drivers and passengers on the trains) seemed to say it Texas style. 
 
 A lot of residential Manhattan looks like SoHo.  The neighborhood is full of six-floor apartment buildings from the turn of the 
last century.  Most of the buildings have shops on their lower floor, like the buildings in a lot of European cities.  Actually “shops” is 
overstating the case.  What those buildings actually house is the same stuff you’d find in strip malls in the suburbs:  Blockbuster Video, 
Baskin Robbins, Starbuck’s, tanning spas, hair salons, bank branches, and the obligatory Duane Reade pharmacy.  There’s also a lot 
of art galleries and antique shops where the locals presumably pick up knick-knacks for their apartments.  The main activities, though, 
seem to be eating and exercising.  I saw gym after gym where the beautiful people go to keep themselves that way and café after café 
after café where they all head to reward themselves immediately after working out.  The sidewalks are lined with carefully pruned 
ornamental trees, and nice flower boxes hang from the apartment windows.  Still everything is covered with the perennial grime that 
plagues all of New York, and it’s darker and more crowded than Fordham or Jamaica.  [The “more crowded” comment isn’t really 
correct.  Both Fordham and Jamaica can be VERY crowded, particularly at peak shopping hours.  You can tell I didn’t care a 
lot for SoHo.  It is one of those pretty places the guidebooks love, though.] 
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 I caught the 3-train, which parallels the “1” in Manhattan but then branches off to Brooklyn.  Almost all the riders on this 
particular train were black, and many of the young men in my car wore a strange hair accessory I had not seen before.  They had a 
tight cloth (probably lycra or some similar material) wrapped around what presumably was a traditional afro that made that stuck up 
from their heads making them look like they had beehive hair-dos.  One of them happened to have his hair covered with blue fabric, 
and I’d have sworn I was looking at a brown-skinned Marge Simpson.  [These garments, called do-rags, are really quite common 
among young black men.  In recent years I’ve even seen some white “wannabes” wearing them.] 
 

I crossed under the East River and got off at Hoyt Street in downtown Brooklyn.  Until just over a hundred years ago Brooklyn 
was an independent city, and it still has its own downtown.  I emerged in a neighborhood of mini-skyscrapers and grandiose 
government buildings.  Brooklynites will probably be offended at the comparison, but the place reminded me a lot of downtown Cedar 
Rapids.  The main difference between the two places is that almost everyone on the streets of downtown Brooklyn was black.  There 
are also a lot more places to shop in Brooklyn, an advantage of having two million people nearby who can’t easily get to a Wal-Mart. 
 
 I made my way down Hoyt Street to Schermerhorn and then headed west to Boreum Place.  (I love the street names in New 
York.)  Underground here in an abandoned subway station is the New York Transit Museum.  I walked down a flight of green stairs that 
could be any other subway entrance in the city and on into the museum. 
 
 If you’ve read these travelogues over the years, you know I’m a subway fan, so the transit museum was a natural place for me 
to go.  It turns out, though, that this is a museum almost anyone would enjoy.  I walked through an old-fashioned turnstile (which far 
pre-dates this particular station [the turnstile would date to around 1900, while the station was built in the Depression era]) and 
lingered over a display detailing just how the subway was built.  In this age of tunnel-boring machines, it’s amazing to think that every 
inch of tunnel in New York was dug by hand.  That’s why as much of the subway as possible is close to the surface, while newer 
machine-built systems like the D.C. Metro are very deep underground.  After that display, they tell of what transit (horse cars and 
steam-driven elevated trains) pre-dated the subway.   
 

There’s a huge display of the many types of fare control NYC transit has used over the years.  A guide was giving a group tour 
as I walked by that display, and he made a point of pointing out how each new turnstile had new innovations to keep people from 
cheating and riding for free.  He got to the current turnstile and showed how the bar had been made longer so people couldn’t pass 
around it and a gate had been added that made it difficult to go beneath.  But then the twenty-something black man said, “Well, here’s 
how my friends do it,” and showed a quick little maneuver that unlocked the thing so anyone could sneak through (…and this guy is an 
MTA employee).  They also show the many kinds of fare media that have been used over the years—first paper tickets, then coins, 
then a number of styles of tokens, and finally the plastic Metrocards they use today [which apparently are soon to be replaced with 
chip-embedded “smart cards”]. 
 

There was a large display on signage in the subway over the years.  (It’s never exactly been user-friendly and probably is 
better today than in the past—but give me Europe any day.)  Then they have a mock-up of a subway cab, where you can play with the 
controls the driver uses to run the train.  There was a small display about movies that feature the subway, many of which were filmed in 
this very station.  (It’s convenient that they can film here without disrupting anything else in the system.)  The rest of the mezzanine is 
devoted to the history of buses in New York, with both photographs of old buses and a couple of actual buses parked inside the subway 
station.  (I’m still wondering just how they got them there.) 
 

Like any subway station, you walk down from the mezzanine to  get to the subway platform.  When it was active “Court Street” 
was a small local stop, with just a single platform between two tracks [surprisingly, an unusual set-up in New York].  Today they 
have trains formed of historic subway cars parked on those tracks—twenty four cars in all.  The tracks are still electrified, and they have 
the cars open so you can walk in, sit down, and ponder what transit was like generations ago.  Except that wicker and wood have 
changed to plastic and steel, the basic structure of a transit car really hasn’t changed much in a century.  [I was reminded of this 
again when I recently rode the old streetcars in New Orleans.  They are indeed historic, but at their core they are transit 
vehicles.]  What I found most interesting was that the top of each car was still lined with advertising and safety posters from when it 
was last in service.  It was fascinating to see what commuters were gawking at over time.  Those ads, as much as anything, gave me 
an insight into how New York had changed over the years.  Some of the earliest ads were in Italian and Chinese, while today about a 
third are in Spanish. 
 

As at most museums, the exit (through another vintage turnstile) leads to a gift shop.  They have a fascinating collection of 
subway-related memorabilia, most at surprisingly reasonable prices.  Perhaps most interesting were reproductions (at about one-tenth 
scale) of the mosaics that decorate the oldest stations.  I picked up a Christopher Street mosaic, which is serving as a coaster for the 
iced tea I’m drinking as I write this. 
 

From the transit museum I made a long walk through downtown Brooklyn back to the East River.  There are lots of subway 
lines in downtown Brooklyn, but none of them really went directly where I wanted to go.  [They’re really designed to connect 
different parts of Brooklyn to Manhattan, rather than to each other.]  While it took almost half an hour to walk, it was pretty much a 
straight shot to the water. 
 

The next of my many destinations for the day was a place called the Brooklyn Ice Cream Factory.  My knowledge of this came 
from the $40 a Day show on cable TV’s Food Network, where a young woman [Rachel Ray, who would go on to much more fame 
than Food Network could give her]  travels through a city and eats gourmet food on a $40 budget.  While visiting New York, she had 
her afternoon snack here.  The place used to be a fire station that staffed fire boats (used to fight fires in the harbor) and was converted 
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the express tracks were lined with train after train that was just sitting there.  There’s got to be at least a mile-long line on two different 
tracks.  To provide space for the storage, they have to divert the E onto the local tracks for the last few stations—and in New York, 
anything that runs on the local tracks stops at every station. 
 

That worked out conveniently for me, because Briarwood really was a nicer station than Jamaica/Van Wyck.  I intentionally 
used the same exit tonight I had used last night, going down the west side of the expressway, because I wanted to stop at a 
convenience store that was on Hillside at the freeway.  When I reached the top of the stairs a south Asian man was standing there 
looking very confused.  He stared around the deserted freeway access road and asked if I knew where he could get a taxi.  While taxis 
are everywhere in Manhattan, they usually don’t cruise in Queens; when people want one, they call a service.  If there were any taxis to 
be found near the Briarwood station (and my bet is there weren’t), they would have been along Queens Boulevard, rather than at this 
lesser entrance.  The man was all but in tears.  He had apparently come to the city from Stamford, Connecticut and was trying to visit 
relatives who lived on Rockaway Boulevard (same name as the beach, but not the same place) in Ozone Park.  Their directions had 
been to get off the train at “Van Wyck” and catch a cab.  When I heard his full story, I put things together and deduced he had probably 
gotten off at the wrong Van Wyck station.  Briarwood (whose signs say “Van Wyck”) is mostly a residential neighborhood.  Just south of 
Jamaica/Van Wyck, though, is a major hospital, a place where there easily could be a taxi stand.  At the very least, someone at the 
hospital would surely know where the man could call to get a cab.  I pointed ahead to the neon sign that said “Jamaica Hospital” up 
ahead, and assured the man that it was a short walk (about four blocks) and that he should be able to get a cab from there.  I walked 
with him about half way, until I turned off at Hillside.  I do hope he both made it to the hospital and then on to his ultimate destination. 
 

I bought juice at the Exxon station on Hillside and then made my way back to the Comfort Inn.  It was about 9:45 when I 
walked in the room.  I relaxed and recollected the many events of this very long day. 
 

Sunday, July 3 
New York, New York 
 
 I was up this morning around 7:00 this morning, which was late enough for me to descend to the sub-basement and check out 
the complimentary breakfast that the Comfort Inn offered.  I’m glad it was free, because it wasn’t worth much of anything.  They had 
frozen danish that hadn’t thawed yet and bagels that were as heavy as discuses.  The orange juice machine dispensed a thick, gooey 
liquid with a color that definitely was not orange, and the coffee machine dispensed something that looked more like tea (and tasted like 
hot water).  It was interesting to see what they had, but I sure didn’t dawdle.  [This was definitely one of the worst hotel breakfasts 
I’ve had in recent years.  At first I was a bit upset that they had limited hours, but after seeing what they had, I really didn’t 
care much.] 
 
 After a false start (I’d forgotten something in my room [my camera, I think]), I set off for the day.  I first walked down to 
Jamaica/Van Wyck, where I boarded a Manhattan-bound E-train.  There were a lot of empty seats on Sunday morning, as well as a 
different mix of people than were often on the train.  About half the passengers were rather obviously going to church.  Mostly black 
women, they all wore elegant dresses and hats.  It intrigued me that most of them took the train all the way from Jamaica into 
Manhattan.  I suppose they may have once lived in Harlem and maintained ties to the church they grew up with.  Most of the other 
passengers were Hispanic men in uniforms going to work at janitorial jobs. 
 
 There were some other people on the train, of course.  Right next to me, for instance, was a beautiful red-haired woman in an 
elegant white dress.  As we passed 23rd Street, the last stop in Queens, she seemed confused and concerned.  In a thick accent that 
sounded like Natasha from Rocky & Bullwinkle, she wondered aloud where 34th Street was.  34th, next to Penn Station in Manhattan, 
was still five stops ahead.  Her confusion was certainly understandable, though, since there’s another 23rd Street stop on the E-train, 
which is just beyond 34th.  (The numbering system in Queens is completely different than the one in Manhattan.)  I assured her she had 
not missed her connection, and we proceeded to have a pleasant conversation.  Her name was Lilia, and It turned out she had just 
recently come to New York from Brazil.  She was meeting a friend at Penn Station this morning.  She seemed surprised that someone 
would talk with her on the subway (white New Yorkers are very silent on the trains; the “ethnics” are much livelier), and told me how 
pleased she was to have “made a new friend”.  She said that back in Brazil her mother always told her to “make a friend, wherever you 
go”.  I don’t know that I’d use those words, but that’s not a bad attitude to have.  [“Friend” is a term I reserve for much closer 
relationships, but I do try to uphold the Christian virtues.  I’ve generally found that the Golden Rule does apply—when you’re 
nice to other people, they return the favor.] 
 
 I got off at 50th Street, two stops north of Lilia’s destination.  Since the motel breakfast had been less than satisfying, I stopped 
in at a nearby Dunkin Donuts.  I passed on the donuts and instead had a breakfast sandwich of bacon, egg, and cheese on a sesame 
bagel.  [While not their specialty, Dunkin’ Donuts does have remarkably good savory items.]  It was delicious, and so was the 
large coffee that accompanied it.  The price was reasonable, too—just over $3, including tax. 
 
 I had a pleasant morning walk through Manhattan’s high rent district, heading east on 50th Street and then down Fifth Avenue.  
The stores here display diamonds and furs in their windows, which made me wonder a bit.  In the residential neighborhoods far more 
modest stores close grates over their windows at night.  I pondered just what kind of security system these elegant shops must have 
that allow them to have far more valuable merchandise in plain view. 
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radio station was playing on loudspeakers in the park.  The ‘70s and ‘80s pop tunes they played were among my old favorites, but they 
seemed odd for either the traditional or current make-up of Corona. 
 
 I made may way north to Roosevelt Avenue, the street the 7-line runs on top of.  Roosevelt is the main commercial strip in 
Corona, and it has a bit of the feeling of a third world bazaar.  I passed shop after shop with goods spilling out onto the sidewalk, many 
with barkers to lure passersby inside.  I got the feeling you can buy anything on Roosevelt Avenue, probably including some things that 
aren’t strictly legal.  It amazed me just how specialized some of the shops were.  One, for instance, sold nothing but devotional candles, 
an obscure item relegated to minor aisles of dollar stores and Mexican groceries in the Midwest. 
 

It’s almost too bad that I was still full of nachos and lemon ice.  I could have had a feast for a song on Roosevelt Avenue.  I 
saw every cuisine I could think of and some—like Guayanese—I don’t think I’d ever thought of before.  Most places advertised combo 
meals, usually for $3, and it appeared nothing on anyone’s menu was over $10.  New York has a reputation as an expensive city, and 
in Manhattan that can certainly be true.  Out in “the neighborhoods”, though, it’s really quite affordable. 

 
I made my way to the 103rd/Corona Plaza 7-line station.  From there I went south four stops to 74th Street, the heart of the 

Jackson Heights neighborhood.  A lot of cultures co-exist in Jackson Heights, but it’s Indian (as in south Asia—I’m not sure if there are 
any “Native Americans” in New York) that predominates.  Again, just steps from the subway I felt like I was in a foreign land, with 
women in flowing saris carrying babies bundled in golden fabric.  One of the most interesting things in this neighborhood was the movie 
theatres, which were showing first-run Indian motion pictures.  The movies were in Hindi, with subtitles in English.  If I’d had a little more 
time, it might have been interesting to see one.  [I still haven’t seen a Bollywood film; perhaps someday I will have that 
experience.] 
 

The 74th Street subway station is an enormous, complicated place where the elevated line interchanges with the underground 
trains on Queens Boulevard.  I made my way underground and next took the G-train (the only subway line that never enters Manhattan) 
east three stops to Woodhaven Boulevard.  The raison d’être for this stop is to serve Queens Center Mall, which bills itself as “New 
York’s most unique shopping experience.”  I’m not sure that would really describe the mall itself (which is a rather generic, very middle-
class shopping center featuring places like Sears, Penney’s, K-Mart, and—this is New York—Macy’s), but “experience” certainly applies 
to the surrounding area.  Roosevelt Avenue may have seemed like a third world bazaar, but this was the real thing.  The medians of 
Queens Boulevard were full of blankets and Oriental carpets, all covered with assorted wares.  Card tables and push carts lined the 
sidewalks in front of the mall, and people were selling things out of pockets in their coats (which must have been very warm on this 
sunny day) at the entrance to the parking ramp.  It reminded me a lot of the Rastro, the big flea market they hold on Sundays in Madrid.  
I don’t know if it’s like this every day here, or if this is just a Sunday thing in Queens too.  Either way, it was fascinating to see. 
 

I wandered through the outdoor market and spent a bit of time browsing in the mall.  My only purchase was a pair of shorts 
that were being clearanced at Penney’s for $9, marked down from $42.  For a style I liked and in my size, I couldn’t resist the bargain.  
[These are still among my favorite shorts, and while they’re nothing but a Penney’s special, I think of them as a souvenir of 
New York.] 
 

I took the G-train east to its terminal at 71st & Continental, in the Forest Hills neighborhood of tennis fame.  I didn’t even 
surface, though.  I just transferred to the F-train and went three more stops to Briarwood.  I relaxed a bit in the air conditioning, dumped 
the many newspapers and flyers I had acquired during the day, and set off to do some more exploring. 
 

I walked to the subway station at Hillside and Sutphin, which was just slightly farther from the motel than Briarwood or 
Jamaica/Van Wyck.  From there I took the F-train to the end of the line at 179th Street and walked back west through the eastern part of 
Jamaica.  This area is mostly populated by Caribbean blacks, especially natives of the more famous Jamaica.  There are also a lot of 
people from eastern Europe, west Africa, and the Middle East—as well as Mexicans and American blacks.  Once again I could have 
dined on any cuisine imaginable, from Albanian shish-kabob to Senegalese barbecue to Caribbean jerk chicken to “soul food”.  So 
where did I do for dinner?  I had a couple of “slyders" at the neighborhood White Castle. 
 

White Castles always seem to be in “colorful” neighborhoods, and this was certainly no exception.  While I was there three 
different people came in, asked to be buzzed in to use the bathroom, and then left after they had used it—without ordering anything.  
The clerks acted as if that happened all the time.  Even more interesting was the couple in line ahead of me, two extremely obese 
middle-aged black people who ordered no less than sixty-six burgers between them.  White Castle slyders are small (which is why I had 
two), but even if they were taking these home to a family, sixty-six is ridiculous.  The staffed filled cardboard boxes that looked like little 
suitcases with thirty burgers each, and they put the remaining six in a paper bag.  Sixty-six burgers, by the way, cost $33.96—including 
tax.  Two burgers, onion chips, and a drink came to $3.00 even. 
 

White Castles in New York are different than they are in the Midwest.  In Chicago, St. Louis, and Minneapolis, the little square 
steamed burgers come with onion and mustard.  In New York they include pickle as well as onion and catsup instead of mustard.  I’ve 
never been a big catsup fan, so my preference is definitely for the Midwestern condiments.  [I’m pretty sure I was actually 
remembering Krystal burgers (the southern equivalent of White Castle).  I visited a Krystal in New Orleans just a couple weeks 
ago, and that had the mustard I remembered.  I’ve found the Minnesota White Castles don’t put mustard on their burgers.] 
 

I saw a first while walking down Hillside Avenue west of White Castle.  I never really believed those pictures you see of African 
women toting things on their heads, but here in Jamaica a black woman in a floral caftan was walking down the street with a box 
balanced on her head.  I have no clue what was in the box, but it certainly made for an interesting sight. 
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the pilot hit the brakes.  I’ve never had such a smooth landing.  We taxied a while and came to a gate on concourse C.  That upset most 
of my fellow passengers, since it’s apparently quite a hike from baggage claim.  It couldn’t have been more convenient for me, though, 
because the gate was very close to the skywalk where access to the light rail station is located.  Without any checked luggage, I got to 
the station quite quickly. 
 
 I found out at the light rail station that Minnesota’s state government had yet to pass a budget.  Just as when I left, because of 
the shutdown light rail service was operating at only half the normal frequency.  I’d lucked out on a train when I left, but this time I had to 
wait almost fifteen minutes before one came. 
 
 I left the parking ramp about 8:10, paying my $48 fee and wondering to myself if flying first class was worth even that much.  
It’s nice, but it’s really not that nice.  The ride home was uneventful, and I even caught a glimpse of a few fireworks (probably illegal 
fireworks brought in from South Dakota) at the north end of Kossuth County.  I got home shortly before 11:00 and collapsed after a 
most enjoyable trip. 


